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“On behalf of the N.C. Department of Transportation Division of Aviation, 
I’d like to personally welcome you to Greensboro for the North Carolina 
Drone Summit and Flight Expo!

Ever since the Wright brothers first took flight at Kitty Hawk, North Carolinians 
have harbored an unmatched drive to innovate and invent in the aerospace 
sector. That spirit lives on today as we’ve become one of the national leaders 
in drones, implementing them across sectors as diverse as transportation, 
public safety and medicine.

We hope that by bringing you all here, it can provide a spark of innovation 
across the industry. The next few days will feature drone operators and 
industry insiders from around the world, and we hope you’re able to take 
advantage of the dozens of presentations, demonstrations, exhibitions and 
panels to expand your horizons.

I want to thank you for bringing your knowledge and experience to our state 
for these three days. I ask that you remain an active and engaged participant 
throughout the summit, sharing your insights and expertise, so that we can 
all learn from each other and make this a valuable experience for everyone 
in attendance.”

Bobby L. Walston, PE
Director of Aviation
N.C. Department of Transportation



North Carolina has quickly become a recognized leader in 
drones because of the efforts of the UAS Program Office. We 
have understood the importance of engaging and educating our 
community on the benefits of this technology while highlighting 
the importance of safety and have focused these efforts through 
social media, region workshops and the NC Drone Summit.  We 
are also proud to be one of 10 selected government entities to 
participate in the FAA UAS Integration Pilot Program where we 
will focus on bringing medical package delivery and food delivery 
via drone to our state.  Lastly, we were fortunate to coordinate 
and lead the 15 UAS teams to support the recovery response 
after Hurricane Florence.  We are excited to continue to support 
and host the NC Drone Summit and share our experiences and 
knowledge with others.

- Basil Yap
NCDOT UAS Program Manager

“
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N North Carolina has positioned itself at 
the forefront of UAS utilization. The state 
is a hub for advancement and innovation, 
thanks to the second-fastest growing 
information technology industry in the US, a 
76% growth in aerospace manufacturing from 
2007-2016, and over 20,000 post-secondary 
STEM graduates annually. Every day we are 
developing new technology, creating novel 
uses for existing tech, and expanding markets 
for these pioneering capabilities.

From being first in flight to making cutting- 
edge discoveries enabling the next century 
of aviation, North Carolina’s leadership makes 
it a natural location to showcase the latest 
developments in drone applications.

The Grandover Resort and Conference Center
in Greensboro was chosen as the home for 
the inaugural NC Drone Summit and Flight 
Expo for its central, expansive location. With 
state-of-the-art conference facilities, event 
spaces large enough to accommodate keynote 
crowds, and the 600 acres of green space for 
demonstrations of real-world applications, we 
were able to provide our guests with a first-
class conference experience. 

North Carolina
 conducted the 

nation’s first 
medical package 

drone delivery 
flight on 

August 29, 2018



North Carolina has 
positioned itself at 
Example Agenda
from 2018 Summit
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ASUNDAY, AUGUST 5th

MONDAY, AUGUST 6th

TUESDAY, AUGUST 7th

5:00 - 6:00pm CONFERENCE WELCOME        GRANDVIEW A/B

   KEYNOTE #1  ANIL NANDURI   GRANDVIEW A/B 

6:00 - 7:00pm NETWORKING RECEPTION by Airmap  GRANDVILLE A/B

7:00 - 9:00pm DRONE RACING DEMONSTRATION              GRANDVIEW LAWN

7:30 - 8:30am  REGISTRATION/BREAKFAST   GRANDVILLE A/B

8:30 - 9:00am CONFERENCE OVERVIEW    GRANDVILLE C/D

9:00 - 9:30am KEYNOTE #2 EARL LAWRENCE   GRANDVILLE C/D

9:30 - 10:30am PANEL 1  North Carolina’s IPP    GRANDVILLE C/D  

10:30 - 11:00am BREAK      GRANDVILLE A/B

11:00am - 12:30pm  TECHNICAL SESSIONS 
   SESSION A - REGULATORY    GRANDVILLE C/D
   SESSION B - PUBLIC SAFETY TRAINING  CARLISLE

12:30 - 1:30pm LUNCH      GRANDVILLE A/B

1:30 - 2:00PM  KEYNOTE #3  ROBERT PEARCE   GRANDVILLE C/D

2:00 - 3:00pm PANEL 2 North Carolina UAS Research  GRANDVILLE C/D

3:00 - 3:30pm  BREAK      GRANDVILLE A/B   

3:30 - 5:00pm  TECHNICAL SESSIONS
   SESSION C - URBAN AIR MOBILITY   GRANDVILLE C/D
   SESSION D - DOT APPLICATIONS   CARLISLE

5:00 - 6:30pm RECEPTION & NETWORKING BY NC DOT  GRANDVILLE A/B/C/D

7:30 - 8:15am  REGISTRATION/BREAKFAST   GRANDVILLE A/B

8:15 - 8:30am             CALL TO ORDER AND LOGISTICS   GRANDVILLE C/D

8:30 - 9:00am KEYNOTE #4  PARIMAL KOPARDEKAR  GRANDVILLE C/D

9:00 - 10:00am PANEL 3  Utm Concepts And Development   GRANDVILLE C/D 

10:00 - 10:30am BREAK      GRANDVILLE C/D

10:30 - 12:00pm TECHNICAL SESSIONS
   SESSION E - INNOVATION    GRANDVILLE C/D
   SESSION F - NC UAS STARTUPS    CARLISLE

12:00 - 1:00pm LUNCH      GRANDVILLE A/B

1:00 - 1:30pm  KEYNOTE #5  BRIAN WYNNE   GRANDVILLE C/D 

1:30 - 2:30pm  PANEL 4   Public Safety Regulatory   GRANDVILLE C/D 

2:30 - 3:00pm BREAK      GRANDVILLE A/B 

3:00 - 4:30pm  TECHNICAL SESSIONS
   SESSION G - INFRASTRUCTURE APPLICATIONS CARLISLE
   SESSION H - SECURITY    GRANDVILLE C/D  

4:30 - 5:00pm SUMMARY AND WRAP-UP      GRANDVILLE C/D
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This summit, in a lot 
of ways, marked the 
launching point for 

this industry in North 
Carolina. We got

everyone together, 
talking and learning 

from each other, 
making the kinds of 

connections that can 
spur this exciting 

technology forward 
and continue to 

create new jobs and 
opportunities for 

our state.

- Bobby Walston, 
Director of Aviation

N.C. Department of Transportation

“
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North Carolina Drone Summit and Flight Expo featured some 
of the most knowledgable authorities from across the industry. 
By learning from experts in the field about topics of current 
interest relating to unmanned aircraft, we are ensuring a 
shared awareness of the next stage of aviation. 

Keynote addresses were given by officials from NASA, the 
FAA, AUVSI, Intel, and the NCDOT. The presentations covered 
topics such as the FAA’s commitment to ensuring appropriate 
integration of unmanned aircraft into the national airspace, 
public safety concerns, and how UAS will impact the future 
of urban development.  

Other discussions touched upon ways drones are currently 
being used to assist people in their daily lives. Initial applications 
have demonstrated a reduction in costs for local governments, 
hospitals, farmers, and law enforcement. In addition to cost-
cutting benefits, drone technology is poised to become an 
important tool to safety measures like coastal water rescues 
and a “follow the drone to safety” system. 

“

“

The vision for the NC Drone Summit and Flight Expo was 
to create something different from other events around 

the nation. We look forward to making the NC Drone 
SAFE the biggest UAS event on the east coast thanks to 

our focus on implementation and education, and by 
recruiting presenters who are committed to bringing

cutting-edge research from the forefront of the industry.

– Darshan Divakaran 
NC Drone SAFE Event Director



The 2018 North Carolina Drone Summit 
and Flight Expo was not only a venue 
for education and discusion, it also 
gave participants a chance to see this 
emerging technology in person. From 
casual recreation to assisting in saving 
lives in emergency situations, these 
demonstrations explored diverse 
applications in real time. 

By creating a mock crash site, the 
NC Highway Patrol showcased how 
unmanned aircraft can be used to 
map an accident scene in a fraction 
of the time required today, saving 
time, money, and traffic delays. This 
is just one way drones can be utilized 
to ensure the safety of our citizens 
and law enforcement personnel. 
Presentations also demonstrated how 
drones can be used by police forces to 
help find a lost person or fugitive, and 
how UAS technology makes it easier 
to inspect our nation’s infrastructure.
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 DEMONSTRATIONS 
 were provided by teams from:

 - NCDOT
 - NC State Highway Patrol  
 - Intel
 - Flymotion and DJI
 - senseFly
 - NC Public Safety Drone Academy
 - UAV Mobile Station
 - Spatial Data Consultants  



This event demonstrated North 
Carolina’s proficiency in conducting 

novel drone flight operations. Together 
with industry and academia, NC DOT 
is pioneering the safe introduction of 

drones into the airspace for applications 
that benefit everyone.

-Dr. Thomas A. Edwards Chief Technology Officer 
Crown Consulting, Inc.

“

“
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to our 2018 
GOLD and 
PREMIUM
Drone Summit
Sponsors.
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North Carolina continues to be “first 
in flight” with innovative uses for drone 

technology. In 2018, the DOT led statewide 
drone response post Hurricane Florence 
and on August 29th 2018 conducted the 

first medical package drone delivery flight.

If you’d like to be involved in this year’s event, 
please visit us at www.ncdronesummit.com

We look forward to seeing you August 11-13th!

Join us for the 2019 North Carolina Drone Summit and Expo, August 11-13 
Bringing together members of the aviation community and beyond to showcase the best in drone 

technology and application. It’s where new ideas will be explored and new relationships built. 


